[Neuroepidemiology profile of the central zone of the department of Caldas (Colombia), years 2004-2005].
The neurological disease (ND) is a challenge for the medical community, cause of a high degree of morbility, mortality, deterioration in the quality of life of the patient and its family. AIM. To determine the prevalence of ND in the population of the department of Caldas (Colombia): migraine, movement disorders, cerebrovascular diseases, peripheral neuropathy, epilepsy, dementia and insomnia. This last one is innovating aspect in the published Colombian studies has not considered and therefore its prevalence with World Health Organization (WHO) methodology is not known. This is a population, descriptive study, of cross section. The neuroepidemiological protocol developed by the WHO, modified for Colombia was used. The suspicious cases to suffer ND were evaluated by the neurologist. The information was processed in the statistical package Epi Info 6.04d. Of 787 interviews, 360 were suspicious of ND; additionally 20 non suspicious subjects were evaluated like controls. The global prevalence of ND, excluding insomnia was 13.4%, while including insomnia was 60.4%. The prevalence diseases in sequence (by 1,000 inhabitants) were: insomnia 468 (CI 95%: 433.4-504.4), migraine 278 (CI 95%: 246.3-310.2), dementia (in older 50 years) 51 (CI 95%: 15.8-87), peripheral neuropathy 48 (CI 95%: 32.7-63.4), movement disorders 25 (CI 95%: 13.8-37.0), epilepsy 24 (CI 95%: 12.8-35.5) and cerebrovascular disease 10 (CI 95%: 2.5-17.8). These results show high prevalence of migraine in our community. Also, the peripheral neuropathy, movement disorders and epilepsy were more frequent than in previous investigations. Dementia and stroke presented prevalence similar to the reported one. The insomnia showed very high prevalence, but by the non possibility of comparison with other local studies, it is need conduced others studies to confirm these findings.